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THERE are four pericopes which can be grouped as seed parables: (1) the 
sower in Mark 4:3-8; Matt 13:3-8; Luke 8:5-8a; Gos Thom 82:3-13 (= 10-

gion 9); (2) the seed growing secretly in Mark 4:26-29; Gos Thom 85:15-18 
(= logion 21c); (3) the mustard seed in Mark 4:30-32; Matt 13:31-32; Luke 
13:18-19; Gos Thom 84:26-33 (= logion 20); and (4) the tares among the 
wheat in Matt 13:24-30; Gos Thom 90:33-91:7 (= logion 57).1 This article 
will seek to study each of these parables separately, investigate the sequential steps 
of its tradition, and establish the earliest form of the story; then to ask whether 
this earliest version stems from the historical Jesus and, if so, what was its situa
tional function in his ministry, and to see whether the basic theme of seed and 
sowing casts any common light on the four parables. 

1. The History of the Tradition 

The first step is to take each of the parables and attempt to write a history of 
its tradition so as to isolate the earliest version of the story. 

(1) The Sower. The parable and its interpretation (Mark 4:14-20; Matt 
13: 19-23; Luke 8: 11-15) appear in all three synoptics and also, but without the 
interpretation, in the Gospel of Thomas. What is the most plausible content of 
the earliest version? 

(a) The Synoptic Tradition. It will be necessary to study the parable and its 
interpretation separately in order to get a fresh look at the parable itself. 

(i) The Parable (Mark 4:3-8; Matt 13:3-8; Luke 8:5-8a). Mark is accepted 
here as the only source for this parable in the other synoptics.2 The question to 

1 A. Guillaumont et aI., The Gospel according to Tho1JMS (Leiden: Brill; New York! 
Evanston: Harper & Row, 1959). The more detailed enumeration of pages and lines in 
the photographic edition will be followed rather than the logia references. No general 
solution to the problem of the relationship between the synoptic tradition and the Gospel of 
Thomas is presumed in this article. Each parable is discussed on its own merits. On the 
problem of dependence on or independence from the synoptics and the major positions 
adopted by scholars, see J. D. Crossan, "The Parable of the Wicked Husbandmen," fBL 90 
(1971) 451-65, esp. n. 12-15. 

2 Two important recent works on Mark 4 should be noted. For a source-critical dis
cussion, see H. Koester, "A Test Case of Synoptic Source Theory (Mk 4:1-34 and parallels)," 
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be discussed is whether Mark's version shows any development either in its pre
vious transmission or in its final red action. 

There are five elements in the parable in Mark 4:3-8: the' opening (vs. 3), 
the path (vs. 4),3 the rocks (vss. 5 -6 ), the thorns (vs. 7), the good ground (vs. 
8). Attention is immediately drawn to the rocky ground because it is much 
longer than the other elements and significantly longer than even the final and 
climactic unit.4 There is also a triple repetition of the lack of the ground theme: 
'. " \ \ , ~"'" f3 'f) " ~"'. • '? A' OVK €~x€V y'Y)V 7TO/\/\'Y)V ••• OLa TO !L'Y) €Xnv a 0, Y'Y)' ••• OLa TO !L'Y) €X€~V p~ .. av. gaIn 

there is a discrepancy in the image of the unit and this is emphasized by the verbs 
used: feavemt..ev for the seed and aveTE~t..€V for the sun. Two conflicting images 
are presented here. In 4: 5b, 6b the picture is of seed that grows for a while, but 
in 4:5a, 6a it is of seed that does not survive the first morning's hot sun. No 
doubt the latter feature could be explained as terse narration,5 but when it is seen 
in conjunction with the other anomalies in 4: 5-6 the possibility of expansion 
must also be considered. The different reactions of Matt 13: 5-6 and Luke 8: 6 
are rather significant. Matthew has no problem with Mark's text, but Luke dras
tically revises it. He changes the triple redundancy concerning lack of soil to a 

Gospels Seminar, SBL Convention, Atlanta, 31 October 1971. His general conclusion is 
presumed throughout this study: "Mk 4:1-34 was one of the sources which Mt used in 
13:1-54, and the only source which Lk used in 8:4-18" (p.85). For.a form-critical in
vestigation, see H.-W. Kuhn, }[ltere Sammlttngen im Markusevangelium (Studien zum 
Umwelt des NT, 8; Giittingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1971) 99-146. 

3 J. Jeremias (The Parables of Jesus [rev. ed.; New York: Scribner, 1963] 11-12) 
argues that the image is of seed falling on the path which is later to be ploughed under; that 
is, sowing precedes ploughing, and the birds steal the seed before it can be ploughed under. 
But in such an interpretation the mention of the path is unnecessary: the birds can steal 
seed from anywhere between sowing and ploughing. As Luke 8:5 was acute enough to 
notice, the real danger for seed which had fallen on the path was that it KU7'€7TU7'i}lh). It 
seems much better to accept the 7Tapa. 7'~V oi56v of Mark 4:4 to mean seed which fell at or 
near the path and was never ploughed under since the plougher intended to leave the path 
untouched and was being careful close to it. This would apply even if ploughing preceded 
sowing, as K. D. White ("The Parable of the Sower," JTS 15 [1964] 300-7) has argued 
against J. Jeremias' position ("Palastinakundliches zum Gleichnis vom Saemann [Mark. 
IV 3-8 Par.]," NTS 13 [1966.67] 48-53). It has been stated that the ambiguous Aramaic 
cal 'urbiP is more accurately translated by "on the road" in Gos Thorn 82:5 than by the 
7TUpa.7'1)V l:J06v of Mark 4:4. ;But E. Haenchen (Die Botschaft des Thomas-Evangeliums 
[Berlin: Tiipelmann, 1961] 45) argues that 7Tap'" can mean "on" in hellenistic Greek and 
that Mark uses it here in that sense. Moreover, even if this phrase is more original in the 
Gospel of Thomas than in Mark, it should not be concluded that the entire parable is in the 
same position, as was argued by G. Quispel ("The Gospel of Thomas and the New Testa
ment," VC 11 [1957] 189-207; "Some Remarks on the Gospel of Thomas," NTS 5 [1958-
59] 276-90). 

• As indicated, even in a word-count of the Greek text where the elements contain 6, 
18, 33, 17, and 24 words respectively. 

"E. Linnemann (Jesus of the Parables [New York/Evanston: Harper & Row, 1966] 
116) says: "The story seems to suggest that even the sun of the first morning after the sow
ing scorches it, so that it withers away. But this can hardly be true .. It is a sign of graphic 
narrative style, which is not concerned with the passing of time." 
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single Std TO ")1] EX€tV [t<l.LaSa. He solves the conflict of imagery by having the seed 
fall brt TI]V 71'fTpaV, teat cpv~v €g'1)pavfJ'1), thereby removing the sun from the picture. 
By these changes he reduces this unit to a length proportionate to the other four 
elements of the story. The hypothesis is that Luke's literary instinct has pruned 
the story back to a more original length even if not the more original content.6 

It 1· "'\\"," ~<' '" , 1 \ < "\ sear ler content was Kat al\l\o €7I'€U€V €7I't TO 71'€TPWO€<; Kat OT€ a)'€Ta,,€V 0 '1)I\W> 

fKavp.aT{ufJ'1) (4: 5a, 6a) 7 and this was expanded by the addition of the sections 
in vss. 5b, 6b which thereby created the problems of length, redundancy, and di
vergent images. The reason for this expansion will be seen later, and this dis
cussion will serve to confirm the choice of vss. 5a, 6a rather than vss. 5 b, 6b as 
the more original image. 

There is a second possible expansion in 4: 8: ava(3a{vovTa Kat avgav6p.€va. This 
is a strange and somewhat belated way of specifying the already noted fl3{SOV 

Kap7l'6v. 8 Both Matt 13: 8 and Luke 8: 8 omit this phrase. As an addition its 
ava(3a{vovTa is probably under the influence of the preceding aVf(3'1)uav of 4: 7.9 

Once again the reason for this addition will be discussed later. 
Apart from these expansions in 4: 5b, 6b, 8b there is one other feature of the 

Marcan text which must be noted. The distinction between the wasted seed in 
4: 3-7 and the fruitful seed in 4: 8 is stressed in two formal features. The seed is 
described as (j P.fV •.• Kat dAAO ... Kat dUo (4: 4, 5, 7) and Kat dAAa (4: 8). 
Matt 13: 4, 5, 7, 8 pluralizes this consistently as &, p.l.v ••• dAAa U ... dAAa Sf 
••. dUa Sf; and Luke 8: 5, 6, 7, 8 singularizes it consistently as (j P.fV ••. Kat 

e'T€pOV ..• Kat ~'T€pOV ••• Kat h€pov. But the Marcan distinction of singular and 
plural might best be translated as "some . . . other . . . other . . . the others 
(= the rest) ," and this seems a very deliberate distinction. Moreover, this dis
tinction is underlined by the phrase Kat Kap7l'Ov OVt( ESWK£V in Mark 4: 7, which not 
orily refers to the seed among thorns but serves as a negative refrain on all the 
preceding wasted seed. As such, it is in sharp contrast to the fate of the fruitful 
seed which follows with teat lS{Sov Kap7l'6v in 4:8.10 This means that there is no 
even emphasis on the four situations (path, rocks, thorns, good ground) but 
rather a balance of wasted seed and fruitful seed which is strongly contrastedP 

6 On Luke's use of Mark, see I. H. Marshall, "Tradition and Theology in Luke (Luke 
8:5-15)," Tyndale Bttlletin 20 (1969) 56-75. 

7 M. Black (A11 Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts [3rd ed.; Oxford: Clarendon, 
1967] 63) notes: "in Matthew (verse 6) is a genitive absolute which replaces a 'when' 
clause, so characteristic of Aramaic subordination." 

8 For example, in the later seed parable of Mark 4:26-29 the growth process in 4:28 
precedes the moment in 4 :29 when the phrase 7rapaOOt b Kap7r6s occurs. 

• The combination of ava(3a{vovTa Kal au~av6l-'eva is appropriate as can be seen in the 
mustard seed parable where the Q text has av~(i.vw (Matt 13:32 = Luke 13:19) and Mark 
4:32 has c!va(3alveL. 

10 On this phrase as a "Semitism . . . familiar in Aramaic," see M. Black, Aramaic 
Approach, 138-39, 164; cf. Mark 4:29. 

11 The phrase "viererlei Acker" (with Dalman still haunting Aland) might be justified 
in Matt 13 :3-8 or Luke 8 :5-8 where both of these formal characteristics of Mark's text are 
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(ii) The Interpretation (Mark 4:14-20; Matt 13:19-23; Luke 8:11-15). 
This analysis presumes the correctness of the claim that the interpretation is from 
a later strand of tradition than the parable itself. The arguments are well known 
and need only be summarized here. The parable exhibits rather heavily the char
acteristics of translation Greek from an Aramaic original,12 The interpretation 
is in ordinary Greek and replete with the language and concepts of the primitive 
church.ls For the present purpose of tracing the history of the tradition back 
to (wards) Jesus the interpretation is accepted as unoriginal, but it must be 
studied to see if its presence has created changes in the parable itself. 

It has often been noted that there is a pre-Marcan source in Mark 4 which 
consisted of three parables with the same general subject of seed and sowing; 
they are linked together by [(at /!I\€yfl! in 4:9, 26, 30.14 It is much more difficult 
to decide whether (at least) the interpretation of the sower in 4: 14-20 was added 
to the three parables simultaneously with their first unification15 or at some 
time subsequent to this prcicess.16 For our present purpose this question will be 
left open, but with some prejudice towards the second alternative. 

We now return to the parable of the sower and the suggested additions in 
4: 5b, 6b, 8b and pose the question more precisely: is it the presence (but not 
necessarily the first addition) of the interpretation which necessitated the changes 
in the original parable? The first section to be considered is 4: 5-6. The picture 
of seed which falls on rocky ground, never takes root at all, and is burned by the 
next day's sun is not the best image for believers who are fruitful until the advent 
of persecution. The changes in 4: 5-6 render more easily applicable the interpre
tation of 4: 16-17: the phrase fMv<; €~aV€T€tAfV (4: 5b) corresponds to the later 
€Mv<; p..€Ta Xapas Aap..{3alJovCTw aV76v (4: 16); and 8dt 76 p..~ €XHV p{~av (4: 6b) pre
pares better for OUK EXOVCTLV p{tav (4: 17). In other words the changes in 4: 5-6 
were effected to bring the parable into closer alignment with the interpretation 
in 4: 16-17. The older image of seed which immediately withered on rocky 

omitted. In the interpretation in Mark 4: 14-20 this twofold distinction has also given way 
to a fourfold division with the seed consistently plural. 

:l2M. Black (Aramaic APproach, 63) says: "Here in Mark we may speak with con
fidence of a literal translation Greek version of a parable of Jesus." See also H. Koester, 
Test Case, 50-51. 

13 J. Jeremias, Parables, 77-79; E. Linnemann, Parables, 117-19. There is no presump
tion that such re-interpretation is in any way invalid. Indeed, modern attempts to preach 
the parable seldom reach the brilliance of this inaugural restatement: see W. Neil, "Ex
pounding the Parables: n. The Sower (Mk 4:3-8)," ExpT 77 (1965) 74-77; E. Schwei
zer, "Du texte a la predication, 2: Marc 4, 1-20," Etudes tMologiques et religie/ms 43 
(1968) 256-64. 

14 J. Jeremias (Parables, 14) notes: "The Markan link-phrase Ka£ MAE'yev aUTOtS must 
be distinguished from the simple Ka£ MAe'Yev which occurs in the Gospel of Mark only in 
4:9, 26, 30 and may be pre-Markan." See also W. G. Essame, "Kal ~Ae'Yev in Mk 4:21.24. 
26.30," ExpT 77 (1965) 121. 

,. H.-W. Kuhn, Sammlungen, 136. 
14 H. Koester, Test Case, 53. Cf. J. Dupont, "Le chapitre des' paraboles," NRT 89 

(1967) 800-20. 
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ground (4: 5a, 6a) is replaced by being swallowed up in the image of seed that 
eventually withered in insufficient soil (4: 5 b, 6b). This is worth special notice 
since, apart from this change in 4: 5-6, the parable and its interpretation fit to
gether quite brilliantly,17 But the change stresses also the factors of time and 
growth even for seed doomed to eventual loss. 

The second addition is the ava{3a{vovTa Kat av~av6p.€va in 4: 8. This is not so 
clearly under the influence of the interpretation in 4:20; it seems rather to in
troduce a new note to both 4:8 and 4:20. Its presence, awkwardly located after 
the €S{Sov Kap7r6v, serves to introduce a warning note in 4: 8 (and 4: 20) con
cerning the process of growth and the necessity of perseverance. Indeed, the 
changes in 4: 5-6 and 4:8 both effect the same type of emphasis: it is one of 
time and of growth, negative in 4:5-6 and positive in 4:8. 

(b) The Gospel of Thomas. The narrative in Gos Thom 82: 3-13 does not 
exhibit the anomalies noted above in Mark 4: 5-6. In Gos Thom 82: 6-8 the text 
is: "Others fell on the rock (7I'lTpa) and did not strike root in the earth and did 
not produce ears."18 This is the earlier image of seed immediately withering: 
it does not even get started in growth. So also in Gos Thom 82: 11-12 the text 
has no equivalent to the mention of growth and increase in Mark 4:8b. It states 
simply: "And others fell on the good earth and it brought forth good fruit 
(Kap7l'6,,) ." 

Nor does Gos Thom 82: 3-13 have the clear twofold division of lost seed and 
fruitful seed seen earlier in Mark 4: 3-7 and 4: 8. It has a fourfold division 
("some ... others ... others ... others") similar to that in the other synoptics 
and in the interpretation itself. 

The most striking difference is between Gos Thom 82: 11-13 and Mark 4: 8 
concerning the yield of the harvest. There are two main points. In the preced
ing elements in Gos Thom 83: 3-10 the fate of the various seeds is under dis
cussion but now the focus changes from the seeds to the entire field.19 In Mark 

"B. Gerhardsson ("The Parable of the Sower and Its Interpretation," NTS 14 [1967-
68] 165-93) argues from the congruity of parable and explanation (p. 187: "Ht each other 
as hand and glove") that both may have come from Jesus himself. So also C. F. D. 
Moule ("Mk 4:1-20 Yet Once More," Neotestamentica et semitica: Sttldies in Honoy of 
Matthew Black [eds. E. E. Ellis & M. Wi1cox; Edinburgh: Clark, 1969] 95-113) claims 
that "the interpretation and the parable originally belonged together" (p. 111) and can be 
"at least plausibly attributed to Jesus himself, as far as the substance goes" (p. 113). 

18 H. E. W. Turner & H. Montefiore (Thomas and the Evangelists [SBT 35; Naperville, 
Ill.: Allenson, 1962] 53) comment: "Thus the Parable of the Sower is intended by Thomas 
to represent the growth of true gnosis ... the seed which fell on the rock and did not 
strike root 'sent no ear up to heaven' (82.8) ... seems to be a reference to the heavenward 
ascent of the soul of the true gnostic." It is not correct to adduce 1 Clem 24:5 as evidence 
that Clement knew this reading. The statement of W. H. C. Frend ("The Gospel of 
Thomas: Is Rehabilitation Possible?" ITS [1967] 13-26) that this text has "seeds falling 
... on 'bare hard ground'" (p. 22, n. 4) is a misunderstanding of the quotation which 
reads: ~f1aA€V els T~V ')'ijv ~Ka(J'TOV TWV (J'1f'ep/LaTWv, &mva 1f'e(J'6VTa els T~V ,),ijv ~'f)pa Ka! 

')'v/Lvu. OWAveTat. 

19 E. Linnemann (Parables, 117) states on Mark 4:8: "It is not the yield of the whole 
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4: 8 the focus remains consistently on the seeds - on those which produce thirty 
or sixty or even one hundred seeds per ear on the stalk. Secondly, one notices the 
threefold yield in Mark 4:8 and the twofold measure in Gos Thorn 82:13: 30, 
60, 100 as against 60, 120. 

( c) The Earliest Version. There are two versions to be compared: One in 
Mark 4: 3-8 (but without the additions in vss. 5b, 6b, 8b), and the other in Gos 
Thom 82: 3-13 (but with some doubts concerning 82: 13 and especially con
cerning the fourfold division). 

The most striking similarity is in the consistent presence of a threefold con
struction in both versions. This shows up even in translation and can be indi
cated rather easily by noting the verbs. Admittedly, this triple-strophic con
struction may no longer be discerned in perfect detail but the coincidence in 
form is striking. Five elements can be compared as follows: 

U7r€{pWV / U7r€'ipaL / U7retp€W 

e7r€u€v / ~A()€V / KaTlcpay€v 

€7r€U€V / avtT€LA.€V / f.KaVp,aT{u()YJ 

€7r€a€V / avtf3rJUav / uvvt7rJn~av 
, \, ~~ 

KaL Kap7rOV OVK €oWK€V 

~7r€U€V / f.8l8ov / ecp€p€v 
I 

TpLaKOVTa 

." , €<;;YJKOVTa . , 
€KaTOV 

went out / filled / threw20 

fell / came / gathered 
fell / strike root / produce 
fell / choked / ate 

fell / brought forth / bore 
sixty 
one hundred and twenty 

One notes in passing that this structural feature tends to confirm that vss. 4, 5b, 
6b, 8b are not original since they would break the threefold structure; and that 
the phrase KaG Kap7r6V O-DK 1!8WK€V does not just refer to 4: 7 but to all the lost seed 
of 4:3-7. 

The first conclusion is that the earliest version was strikingly paratactic21 

and worked with a threefold construction.22 The second conclusion derives im
mediately from this characteristic threefold structure: The triple ending of Mark 

field that is meant here - this is calculated after the threshing from the proportion of seed 
to harvest - but the fruit produced by the individual grain. In that country each ear bears 
thirty-five seeds on the average, but up to sixty are often counted and occasionally even a 
hundred on one ear." On the normalcy of this yield, see p. 181, n. 13; also K. D. White, 
"The Parable of the Sower," ITS 15 (1964) 300-7; against J. Jeremias (Parables, 150), 
who holds that the "abnormal" yield "symbolizes the eschatological overflowing of the 
divine fulness, surpassing all human measure." It is presumed that Mark 4:8 should read 
.Is or ~v rather than els or ~v. It represents a very strange translation of a Semitism: see 
M. Black, Aramaic Approach, 124; H. Koester, Test Case, 62. 

20 H. E. W. Turner & H. Montefiore (Thomas, 48) say that "there may be a Semitizing 
asyndeton" in this phrase. Note also 1 Clem 24: 5 which reads ~t~AlJev d (1'7re{pwv IW.! 

~fJaAev. 

21 H. Koester (Test Case, 59) notes this: "The paratactic construction is ... in close 
proximity to an Aramaic speaking environment and background." 

2!l See C. 1. Mitton, "Threefoldness in the Teaching of Jesus," ExpT 75 (1964) 228-30. 
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4:8c is more original than the double ending of Gos Thom 82:13. Three argu
ments establish this point. (i) The triple format of the preceding elements is 
maintained in Mark 4: 8c but is lost in Gos Thom 82: 13. (ii) The focus on 
seed is carried over consistently into Mark 4: 8c but shifts to the field in Gos 
Thom 82: 13. (iii) The triple format of the conclusion rounds off the parable 
with excellent literary style so that its total structure has now six elements. The 
yield (30, 60, 100) forms the sixth set of three and is climactic both formally 
and materially.23 

The third conclusion concerns the twofold distinction established formally 
between the losses of Mark 4:3-7 and the gains of 4:8 as compared with the 
fourfold distinction in the other synoptics and in the interpretation and in the 
Gospel of Thomas. Which is more original? The version in Mark seems more 
authentic not only because of the repeated Semitism in 4:7, 8 but because the 
fourfold division appears under the influence of allegorical interpretation, im
plicit and unspecified in Gos Thom 82: 3-13 and explicit and specified in detail 
in Mark 4: 14-20. There is of course no explicit allegorical interpretation in the 
Gospel of Thomas, but one can presume that the story was read as reflective of 
the failures and successes of true gnosis.24 In the synoptic tradition this was 
explicitly present in the Marcan source they were using. Once such an allegorical 
interpretation entered in, the three losses, which were originally only a literary 
stylization of loss in general, became individually significant and tended to be 
stressed for their own sake. Hence the twofold division became a fourfold dis
tinction. This has not yet happened in Mark 4:3-8 despite the presence of the 
interpretation but it has happened in the Gospel of Thomas even without the 
explicit interpretation. 

The final conclusion concerns the interpretation. This was already accepted 
as not being authentically original on linguistic grounds. It is confirmed by the 
absence of any explicit allegorization in Gos Thom 82: 3-13. One could argue 
that the interpretation had been present here but was removed in order to show 
the secret nature of gnostic theology.25 However, it is not clear that this work 
set out consistently to remove allegorization. For example, the parable of the 
thief in Gos Thom 85: 7-10 has a quite clear and explicit application to the 
gnostic readers in 85: 11-15. In general, then, the absence of the interpretation 

.. B. H. Smith (Poetic Closttre [Chicago: University of Chicago, 1968] 92) says that 
"one of the most common and substantial sources of closural effects in poetry is the terminal 
modification of a formal principle." Later she discusses "the terminal modification of a 
systematic repetition" (p. 107). For the special problems of concluding a paratactic poetic 
structure, see pp. 98-109. 

""R. M. Grant & D. N. Freedman (The Secret Sayings of Jesus [Garden City, N.Y.: 
Doubleday, 1960] 128) comment: "The Naassenes also quoted this parable and gave 
exegesis of it ... presumably Thomas, like them, referred it to the salvation of the true 
Gnostic by knowledge." See also H. E. W. Turner & H. Montefiore, Thomas, 48 and 53. 

211 Ibid., 64. But, for example, the parable of the pearl in Gos Thorn 94:14-18 is al
legorized by the presence of lines 19-22 which apply it to the gnostic; all this forms logion 
76. 
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in the Gospel of Thomas confirms the linguistic data in the synoptic tradition: 
it does not belong to the first stage of the tradition. 

(2) The Seed Growing Secretly. The parable appears only in Mark 4:26-29, 
but there may be a remnant of it also in Gos Thom 85: 15-18; "Let there be 
among you a man of understanding; when the fruit ripened, he came quickly 
with his sickle in his hand, he reaped it." 

(a) The Synoptic Tradition. In viewing the parable within the synoptic 
tradition the basic question is this: Why was the unity of the three seed parables 
acceptable to both the pre-Marcan source and to Mark himself but not to either 
Matthew or Luke?26 In the parable of the sower there were anomalies in Mark's 
text which were removed by Matthew and/or Luke and were absent entirely from 
the Gospel of Thomas. The present problem can be rephrased in the light of 
this to read: Are there anomalies in Mark 4:26-29 which might account for its 
total omission by both Matthew and Luke, and how does Gos Thom 85:15-18 
compare with Mark on this point? 

The major anomaly in Mark 4:26-29 is the redundancy between 4:27, 6 
, {3\ ~" d 4 28 ' I ,~ A.. ~ ~ , a71'0po'> lI.aarCf Kat fh'f}Kvv'f}rat, an : ,avrofhar'f} 'f} y'f} Kap71'0,!,opn, 71'pwrov xoprov, 

flTEV a7'ffxvv, €tr€v 71'Anp'f}<; aZro<; €V rt'p araxvt. The expression {3Aaar? is quite capa
ble of carrying the contents of 4:28 all by itself: see the usage in Matt 13:26; 
Heb 9:4, and especially Jas 5: 18, ~ yq €{3.\d.ar'f}a€v rov Kap71'OV avrq". It might be 
answered that 4:28 is simply a more detailed specification of 4:27. This ex
planation is less convincing, however, when it is realized that the presence of 
4:28 creates a major tension in the central image of the parable. In 4: 26, 27, 29 
the focus is very definitely on the farmer: l1v()pW71'0'> {3&ko ... Ka()€-6Bv Kat fy€[p'f}rat 

. . . W'> OVK otB€v avr6,> . . . €V()~" a71'0ar[AAet; but in 4: 28 the focus is on the 
growth of the seed. This means that we have here again the same problem seen 
earlier in 4: 5 -6: a redundancy which creates a conflict of imagery. 

There were three seed parables in the pre-Marcan source, and yet there is a 
striking discrepancy between the emphasis on the fate of the sown seed in the 
sower and the mustard seed parables and the emphasis on the farmer in the central 
parable. For example, the sower is quickly removed from the focus of interest in 
Mark 4: 3-4 by the sequence of 6 a71'€[pwv, €V rep a71'dpEtv (no avr6v in Mark), 
~71'€a€J! (this verb takes over thereafter in Mark 4: 5, 7, 8).27 Again, in the mustard 
seed there is no mention of the farmer in Mark, and the Q text mentions l1v()pW71'0'> 

(Matt 13: 31 = Luke 13: 19) at the start of the parable and thereafter ignores 
him. . Against all this the parable of the seed growing secretly stands out with a 
clearly different focus, especially if one ignores this unfortunate title for it. 

26 On the Matthean omission, see ]. D. Kingsbury, The Parables of ]esfts in Matthew 
13 (Richmond, Va.: Knox, 1969) 64-65. The theory that Matt 13:24-30 is his reworking 
of Mark 4:26-29 is not persuasive, despite M. D. Goulder, "Characteristics of the Parables 
in the Several Gospels," ]TS 19 (1968) 51-69. 

Z/ In the interpretation the emphasis is likewise on the seed as the Word, and not on 
the sower. 
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An hypothesis is therefore suggested that vs. 28 was inserted into the parable 
of Mark 4:26, 27, 29, in order to shift the emphasis from the action of the farmer 
to the fate of the seed; and that this was intended to bring all three parables into 
a greater unity, with all of them now primarily concerned with what happens to 
the seed in its growth. Two main arguments can be given for this hypothesis. 
First, there is the resemblance between this expansion in 4:28 and that seen ear
lier in 4:8b (and 4:5-6); both stress the time-growth factor and contain an im
plicit plea for patience and perseverance. Second, there is the Kup7rocf>opovatv in 
Mark 4:20 (= Matt 13:23; Luke 8: 15) and the KUP7rOCPOP€G of 4:28 .. The former 
verb has already moved away significantly from the Semitic l8t8ov Kup7r6v of the 
parable in 4: 8. The latter verb, in 4: 28, is the only literal use of the verb in the 
entire NT (cf. Rom 7: 4, 5; Col 1: 6, 10). This is an extremely important point 
and the conclusion is that 4:28 with its (allegorical?) KUp7rOcpOP€G has been added 
under the influence of the interpretation with its allegorical KUP7rOCPOpovcnv.28 But 
the tension so created may well be one of the reasons why the other synoptics 
omitted it. For our present purpose Mark 4:26, 27, 29 represents a more original 
form of the parable with the focus on the farmer while vs. 28 is an addition which 
shifts the focus to the seed, bringing the parable more into line with the other 
two and also inculcating patient perseverance, as in 4:8b.29 

(b) The Gospel of Thomas. Gos Thom 84:34-85: 19 (= logion 21) con
tains three separate parables: the children in the field (84:34-85:6), the house
holder and its interpretation (85:6-10,11-15), and the wise husbandman (85: 
15-18), which is here considered to be the same story as that in Mark 4:26,27, 
29. It is clear that 85: 15-18 is taken as a parable both from its association with 
the other two units of the saying and also from the terminal statement in 85: 19. 
"Whoever has ears to hear let him hear." This aphorism is used five other.times 
in the Gospel of Thomas and in four of them it concludes parables: the wise 
fisherman in 82:2-3; the rich man in 92:9-10; the wicked husbandman in 93: 16; 
the leaven in 97:6. The other usage precedes a parabolic saying in 86:6-7. 
Whether 85: 19 refers only to the farmer parable or to all three preceding par
ables, it is clear that 85: 15-18 must be considered as much a parable as those 
other ones to which this aphorism is appended.so 

'" H.-W. Kuhn, Sammlungen, 107. 
29 H. Baltensweiler ("Das Gleichnis von der selbstwachsenden Saat [Markus 4, 26·29J 

und die theologische Konzeption des Markusevangelisten," Oikonomia: Heilsgeschichte 
als Thema der Theologie [Festschrift O. Cullmann; ed. F. Christ; Hamberg.Bergstedt: 
Reich, 1967] 69·75) interprets this as a parable spoken by Jesus to a situation of disbelief 
and calls it "das Gleichnis vom ungliiubigen Landmann." Mark himself inserted it here 
in Mark 4 as part of his theme of the failure of the disciples. 

30 H. E. W. Turner & H. Montefiore say that "an allusion to Mark 4,29 . . . seems 
probable" (Thomas, p. 31); and they note later "slight but significant echoes derived 
from Mark" (p. 35). J. Jeremias (Parables, 24, 151·52) ignores this parable completely. 
On the aphorism itself, see S. Munoz Iglesias, "El evangelio de Tomas y algunos aspectos 
de la cuesti6n sin6ptica," Estudios ecclesidsticos 34 (1960) 883·94. O. Cullmann ("The 
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The parable of the wise farmer in Gos Thom 85: 15-18 does not exhibit any 
of the tension between the farmer and the seed noted in Mark's version. Here 
the focus is totally on the farmer and exclusively on the moment of harvest, i.e., 
only Mark 4:29 and not 4:26-27 has a parallel in 85: 15-18. 

(c) The Earliest Version. The opening of the parable in Mark 4:26a, OVTW. 

c1,nLv ~ j3arILAda Toil Owv cV> ••. , and in Gos Thom 85: 15-16, "Let there be among 
you a man of understanding," represent the quite separate interests of the par
able's use in the two texts. But the parable itself reflects a paratactic and three
fold structure rather similar to that noted in the sower. In Mark 4:26, 27, 29 
there is the double threesome of j3&ArJ / IcaOEv8rJ Kal ~y€tp'f}Ta~ / j3AauTfl lcal 
p,'f}KvvTa~ and then 7rapa8ot / a7rouTeAAE~ / 7rapeUT'f}KEv. In Gos Thom 85: 15-18 
there is only the single threesome of "ripened / came quickly / reaped." The 
former may be considered fuller and more original. 

This draws attention to the allusion to Joel 4: 13, E~a7rOUTdAaTE 8pe7rava, On 
7rapeuT'f}KEv TpVY'f}TO>, in Mark 4:29. This refers to the eschatological judgment 
of God upon those who oppressed his people and is thus an image of punishment 
as divine vengeance. Is this biblical allusion part of the original parable? The 
citation of Joel 4: 13 creates a strong tension with the rest of the unit on two 
major points. First, since the eschatological reaper is God what is the meaning of 
4:27 with its concluding cV, OUK ol8€v aUT6.? And second, is an eschatological judg
ment of vengeance in keeping with the positive image of the rest of the parable 
and of 7rapa8ot 0 Kap7r6. in particular? These problems may also have contributed 
to Matthew's and Luke's decision to omit the parable.3i Apart from the tension 
between the farmer and the seed as a central image there is now the far greater 
tension between the God of 4: 27 and of 4: 29. Finally, of course, Gos Thom 85: 
15-18 does not have this explicit allusion to Joel. Most probably the biblical 
citation is a sharpening of an original conclusion which was something like that 
in the Gospel of Thomas with the threefold rhythm of ripening, coming, and 
harvesting. Originally, then, the harvest of Mark 4:29 was not the great eschato
logical consummation. In its present position the eschatologization of the harvest 
in 4:29 necessarily reflects on that in the sower parable at 4:8 as well. The line 
from 4:8 to 4:20 to 4:29 runs both ways. 

(3) The Mustard Seed. Once again we can begin with the synoptic tradition 
which is much more complicated in this case.32 

Gospel of Thomas and the Problem of the Age of the Tradition Contained Therein: A 
Survey," Interpretation 16 [1962] 418-38) suggests that Mark 4 :29 was originally an "in
dependent Logion'~ found also as such in Gos Thom 85: 15-18. 

31 J. Dupont ("La parabole de la semence qui pousse toute seule [Marc 2, 26-29]," 
RSR 55 [1967] 367-92) argues that the sower is the center of the parable and represents 
God himself. But what does 4:27 mean in such an interpretation? 

.0 H. K. McArthur, "The Parable of the Mustard Seed" (CBQ 33 [1971] 198-201) is 
an excellent literary analysis of this parable. His argumentation will be referred to rather 
than repeated here. But the separation of layers of tradition within Mark 4:30-32 can be 
analyzed beyond what is done in his article. 
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(a) The Synoptic Tradition. Most probably this parable was present in both 
Q and Mark33 as the hypothesis of an overlap seems necessary to explain the lit
erary phenomena of the synoptic tradition in Mark 4:30-32; Matt 13: 31-32; Luke 
13: 18-19.34 This means that there are three versions of the parable to be con
sidered: Q, Mark 4: 30-32, and Gos Thom 84: 26-33. 

(i) The Q Version. What exactly was the content of the Q version still 
visible in the texts of Matthew and Luke? The evidence of Matthean conflation 
and of Lucan preference for Q, text and context, over Mark will be the main ave
nues of approach to the problem.35 There are five major items to be considered: 
the opening, sowing, initial size, final size, the birds. 

(1) The opening is a double question in Luke 13: 18-19 and runs T[Vt op,o[a ... 

T[Vt Op,Ot6J(]'w •.. op,o[a f.(],T[V. Matt 13: 31 has a single statement instead of the 
double question, and only one op,o[a. Most likely Luke followed Q's opening be
cause had he added any part of the opening in 13: 18 he would presumably have 
done so again in the following 13:20 which has TtVt Op,Ot6J(]'w .•. op,ota €(],TtV 

(Luke's abbreviation?). This change to statement in Matt 13: 31 is completely 
in keeping with his usage elsewhere.36 

(2) The sowing in Luke 13: 19 is presumably very close to Q with the exception 
that his d, Kfj7rOV €aVTOU represents Greek rather than Semitic usage.37 The con
flation of Q and Mark 4: 31 is clear in Matt 13: 31. 

(3) There is no mention of the initial size in Luke 13: 19: was it present in Q? 
The note on size in Matt 13: 32 is almost verbatim that of Mark 4: 31b with the 
omission of the €7rt Tfj, yfj, from Mark 4: 31b as an obvious change after having 
changed the earlier €7rt Tfj, yfj, of Mark 4: 31a into the f.V TEp o'ypEp from Q. Most 
probably Q had nothing on original size. 

(4) The same argumentation indicates that final size was not in Q. It is not in 
Luke 13: 19b, and its presence in Matt 13: 32b comes from Mark 4: 32. The con
flation in Matt 13: 32b of Q and Mark explains his clash of "tree" and "bush." 

"'B. H. Streeter, The Four Gospels: A Stfldy of Origins (London: Macmillan, 1924) 
246-47. For details, see H. K. McArthur, "Mustard Seed," 198, 201; also H. Koester, Test 
Case, 83-84; H.-W. Kuhn, Samml1t1zgen, 99. 

a'It is not at all clear that the antithetical parallelism is more original in Matt 13 :32 
than in Mark 4:31-32, as M. Black (Aramaic Approach, 165) claims, and E. P. Sanders 
(The Tende?zcies of the Synoptic Tradition [SNTSMS 9; Cambridge University, 1969] 
290) accepts. Note the double rraPTWP present in Mark but broken in Matthew: see n. 
46 below. 

a5 B. H. Streeter, FotJr Gospels, 187. 
a·See Matt 13:24, 33, 44, 45, 47; 18:23; 20:1; 22:2; 25:1. H. K. McArthur ("Mus

tard Seed," 200, n. 6) draws attention also to Luke 7:31 = Matt 11:16. H.-W. Bartsch 
("Eine bisher iibersehene Zitierung der LXX in Mark 4:30," TZ 15 [1959] 126-28) 
thinks that the double question in Mark 4:30 deliberately recalls Isa 40:18: TiPt w1"Otd}(TaT6 

KVPWV Ka~ Tb}, op,oHf;p..urL WfJ-0LWCl'CJ.T€ avr6v. 
87 See H. K. McArthur, "Mustard Seed," 201. 
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(5) The birds were obviously present in Q as the agreement of Matt 13: 32c and 
Luke 13: 19c shows. The difficulties with the biblical citations (Ps 104: 12; 
Dan 4:9,18; Ezek 17:23; 31:6) suggested as background for the Q verse are well 
known; they are not very literal and they are not very appropriate. If the allu
sion is to one of these texts or even to all of them one must admit that it is not 
a literal citation of any presently known source,38 and it is cited with little regard 
for the original context. The image of a tree with birds resting and/or nesting 
under shady branches appears literally as an example of God's loving care for 
nature in Ps 104: 12, and metaphorically for Nebuchadnezzar in Dan 4:9, 18, for 
Pharaoh in Ezek 31:6, and for Israel in Ezek 17:23. Only the latter case is con
textually appropriate for the Q verse, but in Ezek 17: 23 the picture is of a cedar 
shoot which God plants, which grows branches, and which becomes "a majestic 
cedar" where the birds can shelter. It is possible, of course, to answer all this by 
stating that the text cites from memory and with no interest in original context 
but the point still stands that this biblical allusion is problematic on three major 
counts. Why begin with a mustard seed if one intends to end with a tree 
(BlvBpov in Q) 39 rather than a bush (AaxaJ/Ov in Mark 4: 32)? Why use a mus
tard plant if one intends to have birds nesting in40 its branches? Or if one in
tends an eschatological image at the end, why choose such an ambiguous one? 
Because of these difficulties it seems most probable that the biblical allusions rep
resent a later addition to an earlier version of the parable. It must be stressed 
that the image of birds at rest in the shade had a literal basis in Ps 104: 12 apart 
from metaphorical bases elsewhere as an image of good or evil with eschatological 
overtones. Ps 104: 12 is also the only biblical location where the resting birds are 
not connected with a great tree. 

(ii) The Marcan Version. The problems of the Q text reappear in that of 
Mark, but even more difficulties are found as well. The opening is a double 
question in Mark 4: 30 as it was also in the Q text, but the questions are per
sonal and plural (oP.Ot6Juwp.€V ... 8wp.€v) rather than impersonal (rLVt 6p.oLa) and 
singular (rLVt op.ottiJuw). It is possible that the Marcan plurals represent an ex
plicit reference to the listening crowds in preparation for the concluding state
ments in 4: 33-34. 

88 Ibid., 203. 
S9 J. D. Kingsbury (Matthew 13, 81) says that "the mustard plant cannot, by any stretch 

of imagination, be classified as a IJ€vopov (v. 32c), i.e., a tree proper." 
.0 H. K. McArthur ("Mustard Seed," 201-2) comments: "Even though the mustard 

plant ... grows to a height of 8 to 12 feet, and the birds do sit in its branches, it is ques
tionable whether they actually build their nests there. The Greek term kataskenao could 
mean something less than 'to nest' but this is its normal meaning in such a context." J. 
Jeremias (Parables, 148, n. 73) says that "the birds are attracted by the shade and the 
seed." In other words the mustard plant evokes an image of birds seeking shade, while 
the tree points to a picture of birds building nests. The OT citations agree with the latter 
image; see 1. Cerfaux & G. Garitte ("Les paraboles du royaume dans l'Evangile de 
Thomas;" Museon 70 [1957] 307-27) who note that ''l'arbre n'est pas un refuge pour les 
Olseaux (et surtout, ils n'habitent pas sous son ombre); ils nichent dans ses branches" (p. 
312) . 
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The grammar of Mark 4: 31-32 is notoriously bad. This can be explained to a 
certain extent by postulating a fairly literal translation from an Aramaic origi
na1.41 However, while Semitisms abound in all three seed parables,42 the mus
tard seed seems to have the worst Greek of them all.43 The question thus arises 
whether the difficulties in Mark 4: 31-3 2 stem not only from translation Greek 
but also from editorial tampering with an earlier version of the parable?44 In 
order to see this more clearly, Mark 4:31-32a can be lined up as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 
(c) 
(b') 
(a') 
(d) 
(c') 
(e) 

~, f/ ... 
O!i OTav mrapTI 

~ ,... ... 
Em T'YJ!i y'YJ!i 

, ~ I A I 
p,~KpOTEpOV OV 7f'aVTWV TWV U7f'fpp,aTWV 

, ,... ... 
Em T'YJ!i y'YJ!i , ~ ~ 

Ka~ OTav U7f'apTl 

ava{3a{vn Kat Y{VETat 
'f' 1 ~,I p.t:t .. OV 7/"aVTWV TWV I\axavwv 

, ~, I~ I, 
Ka~ 7f'Otn Kl\aOOV!i /uyaI\OV!i 

One notices immediately the redundacy in abcb' a', the balanced contrast in cc', 
the use of ava{3a{v€t in d, and the rather anti-climactic note in e after the superla
tive comment in c'. These four points will be taken up separately. 

It has been suggested that all of abcb' a' (and c') is an insertion, but a pre
Marcan one.45 But if it is an insertion, it is much more likely that it is a redac
tional addition by Mark himself. It has been noted that when Mark makes a 
redacdonal insert he very often copies the final expression which his source had 
before the insertion after the addition as wel1,46 Two examples must suffice; the 
repetition of ~y€tP€ Kat dpOV TOV Kpa{3aTT6v uov in 2 :9b and 2: 11, thus framing the 
Marcan insertion of 2, 10, and the repetition of vi~ ilav{8 ... eAbju6v p,f. in lO:47b 
and 1O:48b framing the Marcan addition between in lO:48a. Most likely, then, 

<1 M. Black, Aramaic Approach, 165-66 . 
•• Ibid., 162-66 . 
.. H. Koester, Test Case, 82. 
H For example, does the double 8rctv (T'lrapv in Mark 4:31, 32 bespeak bad translation 

from an Aramaic original, as M. Black (Aramaic Approach, 165) suggests, or some rather 
crude expansion of an original text by a later hand, as V. Taylor (The Gospel according to 
St. Mark [2d ed.; London: Macmillan, 1966] 270) holds for 4:31b. 

·'H.-W. Kuhn, Sammlungen, 100, n. 8. 
<6 Some recent papers have drawn attention in various ways to this literary technique: 

(i) J. R. Donahue's address ("Tradition and Redaction in the Markan Trial Narrative 
[Mk 14:53-65]" [CBA Convention; Sept. 1, 1970]) has been summarized by N. Perrin 
("The Christology of Mark: A Study in Methodology," JR 51 [1971] 173-87) as advocat
ing "tautologous repetition of key words or phrases as in Mark 14:56, 59 (47 instances of 
this in Mark) as 'a Markan insertion technique' (Donahue's own discovery)." (H) Q. 
Quesnell's paper ("Repetition as Punctuation: A Redactional Solution to a Stylistic Prob
lem in Mark" [CSBR meeting; Feb. 20, 1971]) moved in this same general direction. 
(Hi) J. H. Elliott's talk ("The Markan Sandwiches" [SBL Convention; Oct. 28, 1971]) 
referred to the intercalation of larger units. Possibly this may be all part of one redac
tional and compositional methodology of Mark. 
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elements ab come from Mark's source but it is he himself who added in the ele
ments cb'd.47 

If cb' a' is a Marcan redactional insert, it is also necessary to see c' as his own 
addition. In other words the entire superlative contrast of smallest/largest is 
from Mark himself. 

Next, there is the use of (wa(3atJl€! in 4: 32. This is a very unusual verb to 
describe the growth of a plant.48 It also appeared as uJlf.(3'fjuaJl al dKaJlOat in 4: 7, 
where Matt 13: 7 accepted it but Luke 8: 7 changed it to uvp.CPV€tUat ai dKaJlOat. 

The verb was also present as uJla(3a[JloJlra in 4: 8, but most likely this was added 
under the influence of the usage in 4:7. This would indicate that the verb 
uJla(3atJl€t in Mark 4: 32 belongs to the pre-Marcan source. In fact it is the ele
ment there whose function is fulfilled by the use of ai;~&Jlw in Q. This functional 
similarity appears also in the combination of uJla(3a[JloJlra Kat av~aJl6p.€Jla of Mark 
4:8. 

Finally, there is the description of the large branches in e. If the superlative 
description in c' is taken as a Marcan insertion, then the phrase Kat 7TOt€t K,\cf8ovs 

p.€'ycf'\ovs can stand quite well as the pre-Marcan description of the final growth 
situation. 

The problems of the biblical citations at the end of the Marcan version are 
the same as those at the end of the Q text. But Mark does not have the problem 
of the mustard seed becoming a tree as had Q; nor does he have so clearly the 
problem of nesting in the branches as against resting in the shade. He has the 
verb KarauK'fjJlOVJI, as in Q, but he uses v7T6 rY;JI UKt(W avrov rather than fJl rots 

Kil.cf8ots avrov, as in Q. But apart from these points the basic difficulty of the OT 
texts (not literal, not appropriate) at the end of the Q parable reappears in 
Mark's version. Once again one wonders if they are original. 

A moment of recapitulation is necessary at this point. It has been argued 
that Mark 4:5b, 6b, 8b and 4:28 were added to the original parables. It has also 
been concluded that 4: 31-32 contains an insertion by Mark himself. What is the 
connection between these additions? Three successive steps have been postu
lated: the three seed parables; the three seed parables and the interpretation of 
the sower; all this with the additions in the individual parables. For the present 
purpose other traditional and redactionallayers in Mark 4 will not be discussed. 
The most striking thing about all these insertions is their formal and material 
similarity. All stress a growth process during the passage of time and presum
ably all have the situational function of inculcating patience and perseverance 
and of warning against complacency and laziness. In this regard the meaning of 
the additions in 4:31-32 is not so much contrast (smallest/largest) in itself as 
contrast insofar as this underlines time and growth. Granted this similarity in 
all the insertions and granted that Mark effected one of them himself, the con
clusion seems inevitable: Mark himself made all the additions to the parables. 
One presumes a shift in emphasis in the functional situation which first added in 

"7 The pre-Marcan brl rns ')Iijs in 4:31a forms a link with the bel rijs ')Ins of 4:26. 
4S So V. Taylor, St. Mark, 270. 
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the interpretation and that from which and for which Mark is writing. In the 
former case the emphasis is on the explanation of why some Christians are de
fecting and on a warning against such failures. In the second situation the 
changes admonish the community on the necessity of growth through time, i.e., of 
patience and perseverance.49 In other words Mark is warning his readers that 
the promised 7rapa8ixovTat Ka~ Kap7rocpopovaw of 4:20 is a matter of persistent and 
sustained growth and not an immediate blossoming.50 

(b) The Gospel of Thomas. The parable in 84:26-33 does not have any of 
the problems noted above for the Q and Marcan versions. The double question 
is absent at the start but a single question from the disciples begets an answer 
which begins the parable in similar fashion to the op-ola €O'·r£v of Q: HIt is like 
... " in 84:28. But as in Q and in Mark the kingdom is explicitly mentioned. 
The contrast of initial smallness and terminal largeness, absent entirely from Q 
and emphasized strongly in Mark's redaction, appears in more sober fashion in 
84:28-32 where the contrast is between Ha mustard seed, smaller than all seeds" 
and Ha large branch." 

There is no explicit allusion to earlier biblical texts in the final phrase, Hbe_ 
comes shelter (O'Ki7rr]) for the birds of heaven," in 84: 33.51 Does this mean that 
they were present in his source and were then excised or muted in the adapta
tion?52 It is more probable that the OT allusions were never present because they 
are problematic even in Q and Mark, and if one intended to eradicate all OT allu
sion the birds would have to be omitted as well. Most likely, then, there was no 
reference to the OT vision of eschatological consummation in Gos Thorn 84:33. 
The image pertains to the normal world of nature as it is found, e.g., in Ps 104: 12. 

This lack of interest in eschatological imagery at the end is balanced by an 
emphasis on gnostic preparation in the present. The Htilled earth" on which the 
mustard seed must fall in 84:31 no doubt represents the necessary preparation 
which the true gnostic must undergo.53 

( c) The Earliest Version. There are three independent versions to be com
pared: the Q text, the pre-Marcan text, and that in Gos Thorn 84:26-33.54 The 
most striking point about these three is their basic agreement. The earliest 
version had an opening with a double question in Semitic parallelism. This is 

40 H.-W. Kuhn, Samml1tngen, 127. He sees all this as one pre-Marcan situation. 
50 See also Mark 13: 13 b: ~ De inrop.£lvas eis TeXos, ov.,.os <fwIJf}<feTat. On this verse as 

redactional, see T. ]. Weeden, Mark - Traditions in Conflict (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1971) 91, n. 36 . 

• , H. K. McArthur (HMustard Seed," 203) notes that it Hhas the least evidence of Old 
Testament phraseology." 

·'H. E. W. Turner & H. Montefiore (Thomas, 51) contend that "Thomas, byabbrevi
ating the parable, has omitted Old Testament allusions." 

53 Ibid., 34, 52-53, 55. 
1>1 It is unlikely that this is based on Mark because, above all, the ending in Gos Thorn 

84: 33 is somewhat closer to birds seeking shade rather than birds building nests. The 
image moves gradually from shelter (Gos Thom 84:33), to shelter and nests (Mark 
4:32b), to nests alone (Q). 
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still visible in the form of Q and of Mark, but it is changed to emphasize the 
disciples in Gos Thom 84:26-27.55 

The four elements forming the heart of the parable are the initial sowing, 
the growth, the final size, and the shade for the birds. The pre-Marcan and Q 
texts agree on all four elements but the "large branches" 'of the former are more 
original than the "tree" of the latter. The Gospel of Thomas omits explicit men
tion of the growth and inserts instead the admonition of "tilled earth." It is also 
clear that some contrast in size was present in the earliest version. This was 
unavoidable, and therefore intentional, once a mustard seed was chosen. Hence 
the earliest version contained this at least implicitly and probably as explicitly as 
it is now present in Gos Thom 84:29 ("smaller than all seeds") and 84:32 ("a 
large branch"). This is still a long way from the formally balanced contrast of 
Mark ("smallest/largest"). Finally, the earliest version had no OT allusion in 
its picture of bucolic peace or, at the very most, there may have been some vague 
recall of Ps 104: 12, but certainly not any idea of eschatological consummation 
as in the other suggested background texts. Indeed, the mustard plant would 
make a better burlesque than an image for eschatological plenitude in a tradition 
which usually invoked the mighty cedar of Lebanon for this function. 

It is easy to see what happened to this earliest version. It has been moved 
in two quite different versions. Gos Thom 84:26-33 wished to apply it to the 
true gnostic and so made only minor changes in 84:26 ("disciples") and 84:31 
("tilled"). The version from which the pre-Marcan and Q versions developed 
moved the parable towards eschatological imagery, and did not find the process 
particularly easy: having started with a mustard seed there would always be 
trouble in having its final growth as a convincing image of the eschaton.56 This 
version made the basic change of terminating the parable with a description more 
redolent of OT historico-eschatological imagery. Thereby the idea of birds 
nesting in the branches rather than of birds resting in the shade came to the 
forefront. This process is even more developed in Q than in the pre-Marcan 
text; but the Marcan redaction made up for this with its "smallest/largest" addi
tion. One result of all this was that when the pre-Marcan editor put together the 
three parables and the interpretation of the sower, the final parables both ended 
with allusions to eschatological consummation, and this gave the entire section 
and especially the harvest of 4: 8, 20 an intensely eschatological coloring. 

(4) The Wheat and the Tares. The parable appears only in Matt 13:24-30, 
with an interpretation in 13:36-43, and in Gos Thom 90:33-91:7. 

55 H. E. W. Turner & H. Montefiore, Thomas, 81-82. 
66 This increasing intrusion of OT eschatological imagery serves to delineate the suc

cessive stages in the history of the tradition: Thomas, pre-Mark, Q, Mark]. Dupont ("Les 
paraboles du seneve et du levain," NRT 89 [1967] 897-913) traces the eschatological 
imagery back to Jesus himself. One can only repeat: the mustard plant is almost a burles
que of eschatological consummation in a tradition which had earlier used the mighty cedar 
of Lebanon for such a vision. See also O. Kuss, "Zum Sinngehalt'des Doppelgleichnisses 
vom Senfkorn und Sauerteig," Bib 40 (1959) 641-53. 
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(a) The Matthean Version. There are six main elements in Matt 13: 24-30: 
the opening in 24a, the sowing in 24b, the counter-sowing in 25, the result in 
26, the first exchange of servants and owner in 27-28a, and the second exchange 
in 28b-30. There are no internal tensions, contradictions, or dislocations in this 
material. Both exchanges are important. The first dialogue in 13:27-28a makes 
it clear that the owner recognizes that inimical activity alone can explain the 
presence of (so many?) tares. His problem, then, is not only how to save his 
harvest but how to outwit his enemy. Hence the second dialogue in 13:28b-30 
gives the solution which both protects the wheat and uses the enemy's tares 
for fuel. 57 The enemy's action is not only foiled but is actually turned to the 
farmer's advantage. 58 

If the parable in 13: 24-30 is quite simple, its interpretation in 13: 36-43 is 
more complicated. The linguistic arguments which indicate that 13: 36-43 is a 
Matthean creation are well known and will not be repeated here. 59 But there 
still seems to be a conceptual discrepancy between 13: 37-39 where the field is 
the world in which there are good and evil, and 13:41-43 where the field is the 
kingdom of the Son of Man (the Church) in which there are present both ot 

SlKaWt (43) and also 7I'aJlTa UKaJlSaAO, Kat TOU, 7I'OWVJlTa, T~JI uJlol'iaJl (41). It is 
still possible that there was a traditional list of allegorical correlatives somehow 
available to Matthew and that he adapted this list into his own new creation but 
with more linguistic than conceptual harmonization. In other words 13: 37-39 
is basically pre-Matthean and taken up into the redactional interpretation created 
by Matthew in 13: 36-43.60 One notices, for example, that 13: 40b-43 is very 
similar to 13: 49-50 and in this latter case there is no preceding list of allegorical 
equivalents. 

If 13:37-39 is pre-Matthean, how does it compare with the parable and could 
it be original with it? It explains most features of the parable but ignores the 

51 J. Jeremias (Parables, 225) has noted this. The phrase Ii~o-ar€ aura. eis iJEo-p.as of 
13 :30 clearly derives from the story and not from the interpretation in 13 :41-42. 

58 J. D. Kingsbury (Matthew 13, 65) suggests that "vv. 24b-6 represent the core of an 
original parable that Matthew has appropriated and revised to suit his purposes." But 
what was seen in the last note argues against this interpretation. 

5, J. Jeremias (Parables, 81-85) cites 37 examples and concludes that it is "the work of 
Matthew himself" (p. 85). So also H. Koester, Test Case, 20-22. 

60 On this separation between 13:37-39 and 40-43, see W. Trilling, Das wahre Israel 
(StANT 10; 3rd ed., Munich: Kosel, 1964) 124-26. For the kingdom of the Son of Man 
as the Church on earth, see G. Bornkamm, "End-Expectation and Church in Matthew," 
Tl'adition and b~terpretation in Matthew (NT Library; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1963) 
43-45; H. E. Todt, The Son of Man in the Synoptic Tradition (NT Library; Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1965) 69-73. See also M. de Goedt CL'explication de la parabole de 
l'ivraie [Mt. XIII, 36-43]: Creation mattheenne ou aboutissement d'une histoire litteraire," 
RE 66 [1959] 32-54), who speaks of "un lexique utilise par Matthieu pour les besoins 
d'une explication, donnee en vv. 40-43" (p. 41) ; J. Jeremias ("Die Deutung des Gleichnis
ses vom Unkraut unter dem Weizen [Mt. xiii, 36-43]," Neotestamentica et patristica 
[Freundesgabe O. Cullmann; NovTSup 6; Leiden: Brill, 1962] 59-63) admits that "gewiss 
ist es durchaus moglich, dass er eine Vorlage, ein lexique preexistant benutzt, eindeutig 
greifbar wird jedoch eine soIche Vorlage an keiner Stelle der Liste" (p. 61). 
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servants. It explains the content of 13:24-25 and 13:30 but ignores all of 13:26-
29. In other words even this list does not fit well with the entire parable. In 
summary, the interpretation of 13: 36-43 is a Matthean creation with some as
sistance from traditional materials in 13:37-39. But none of this interpretation 
is original to the parable. 

(b) The Gospel of Thomas. The parable is much shorter in Gos Thom 
90:33-91:7. Of the six elements in Matt 13:24-30 it has only the opening, the 
sowing Ca man who had [good] seed"), the counter-sowing, no mention of the 
result, no first dialogue, and a very abbreviated version of the second dialogue: 
The servants do not speak directly (91: 2) and the master's solution is given 
very tersely, with no mention of the harvesters as such. This general brevity 
changes the emphasis of the parable so that it focuses on the fate of the tares 
rather than on the prudence of the master. So too the final statement, "they 
(will) pull them and burn them" (91: 7), is not at all as clearly a triumphant 
use of the enemy's evil for the master's own good (i.e., fuel). It is significant, of 
course, that no interpretation of the parable is present in the Gospel of Thomas. 

(c) The Earliest VerSi01$. The version in Matt 13 :24-30 is superior to that 
in Gos Thom 90:33-91:7 which may even be an abbreviation of Matthew's own 
text.61 Even the presence of the interpretation in Matt 13:36-43 does not seem 
to have made any important changes in the sequence of the story itself. The para
ble, without the interpretation, in Matt 13:24-30 is the earliest version obtainable 
for the parable. 

n. The Meaning for Jesus 

The final purpose of this study is to relate the earliest versions of these four 
seed parables to the teaching of the historical Jesus. But before any attempt to 
do this can be initiated, a very basic methodical problem must be faced. How 
exactly does one get from the earliest version of a parable to the version and 
meaning given by Jesus?62 

61 H. E. W. Turner & H. Montefiore (Thomas, 51) speak of a "striking instance of 
compression to the point of absurdity, and in this respect Thomas' version is plainly inferior 
to Matthew." The absurdity of Thomas' version is not at all that clear, but it is certainly 
a compressed version. See R. McL. Wilson (Studies in the Gospel of Thomas [London: 
Mowbray, 1960] 91) who states: "This condensation would appear to indicate a later 
stage of development than that represented by the canonical parable, but does not decide 
the question whether we have here a summary made from Matthew or independent access 
to the same tradition at a later point." But 1. Cerfaux & G. Garitte ("Paraboles du 
Royaume," 312) hold that "Thom,. s'inspirait de Mt." 

62 H. K. McArthur, "Mustard Seed," 209. - I suggested in an earlier article ("Parable 
and Example in the Teaching of Jesus," NTS 18 [1971-72] 285-307) that non-parabolic 
logia should be ascertained first and then used to interpret the parabolic images. But con
sequent thought has moved the present article towards a different method which will focus 
on the form (structure and situation) of the parables as ontologico:poetic metaphors and 
will, therefore, see Jesus' parabolic images as the primary data both conceptually and 
methodologically. 
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This article presumes that if there is any critical possibility of ascertaining 
Jesus' own teaching the way must be along the principle of dissimilarity: because 
of the constant creative restatements evident in the synoptic tradition (not to 
speak of the johannine tradition), that can be accepted as most probably coming 
from Jesus which exhibits divergences both from late Judaism and the primitive 
church.63 

As the principle of dissimilarity has been used in recent scholarship, the 
emphasis has been heavily on content rather than on form. The focus has been 
on how and where the content of Jesus' sayings differed from late· Judaism and 
the primitive communities. But surely this principle must also be applied to 
divergence in form. It has certainly been done in the reverse direction. Scholars 
have argued that certain sayings do not come from the historical Jesus because 
their form belongs to the primitive church.s4 The attempt must also be made to 
isolate ever more clearly those forms of Jesus' teaching where he differs from both 
late Judaism and primitive Christianity. 

In the statements of the principle of dissimilarity noted above, special empha
sis was placed on those cases where the primitive churches had attempted to re
verse this dissimilarity by bringing Jesus' thought more into line with their own 
teaching.65 When this principle, articulated with this codicil, is applied to the 
forms of Jesus' teaching one group stands out with compelling insistence: the par
ables. Not only is this form of expression strikingly absent from the epistolary lit
erature of the primitive communities but the evidence of the synoptic tradition is 
that the communities were not exactly at home with Jesus' use of it. The magister
ial work of J oachim J eremias has surely established that the primitive church "mod
ified" (to recall the term of Kasemann and Perrin) the parables of Jesus quite ex
tensively.66 At this point it would seem that we have attained the methodological 
basis that is needed for the transition from the earliest version to the historical 

6., For statements of this "principle," see E. Kasemann, Essays on New Testament 
Themes (SBT 41; London: SCM, 1964) 37; N. Perrin, Rediscovering the Teaching of 
jems (NT Library; London: SCM, 1967) 39. See also the comment of N. A. Dahl ("The 
Problem of the Historical Jesus," Kerygma and History reds. c. E. Braaten & R. A. Harris
ville; Nashville/New York: Abingdon, 1962] 156) that "whatever is discovered in this 
way is only a critically assured minimum." For more recent discussions, see W. O. Walker, 
"The Quest for the Historical Jesus: A Discussion of Methodology," ATR 51 (1969) 38-
56; H. K. McArthur, "The Burden of Proof in Historical Jesus Research," ExpT 82 (1971) 
116-19; and D. G. A. Calvert, "An Examination of the Criteria for Distinguishing the 
Authentic Words of Jesus," NTS 18 (1971-72) 209-19 . 

• , See, for example, E. Kiisemann (New Testament Questiom of Today [Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1969] 77) on Mark 8:38 as a sentence of holy law; N. Pertin ("The Son of Man 
in the Synoptic Tradition," BR 13 [1968] 3-25) who discusses the various forms in which 
the apocalyptic Son of Man teaching is presented by the early church. 

65 See note 63 above. 
66 J. Jeremias (Parables, 113-14) talks of "laws of transformation." Earlier he had 

claimed that "the fundamentally important insights which we owe to the Form~critical 
school have so far received no fruitful application in the field of the study of the parables" 
(pp. 20-21). The question of this article is whether the form of Jesus' parables has been 
correctly isolated and identified. 
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Jesus. When dissimilarity is applied to the form of Jesus' teaching and not just 
to the content,67 the parables are vindicated as authentic because the primitive 
church does not use this form itself, is not at home with Jesus' usage, and exten
sively modifies that usage in different ways.68 However, there are still two ques
tions to be faced: What exactly is the form of Jesus' parables?69 And what is 
the relationship between this form and that of the rabbinical parables of late 
Judaism? 

It is sometimes forgotten in practice that the term "form" as used in the 
technical discussions of form-criticism involves both linguistic structure and situ
ational function (Sitz im Leben). The methodology drives towards the life
situation whose needs and necessities gave rise to this or that formal linguistic 
structure. 70 The question, then, is what precisely was the situational function in 
the life of Jesus which gives birth to the form 71 which we call a parable. What 
was it intended to do and in what situation of life? 72 

The answer can begin with a negative comparison which takes up the ques
tion of the relationship between Jesus' parables and those of the rabbis. The 
major difference which emerges from this comparison is much more profound 

G7Notice that R. Bultmann (The History of the Synoptic Traditi01~ [New York/Evans
ton: Harper & Row, 1963] 205) talks of content rather than form: "We can only count 
on possessing a genuine similitude of Jesus where, on the one hand, expression is given to 
the contrast between Jewish morality and piety and the distinctive eschatological temper 
which characterized the preaching of Jesus; and where on the other hand we find no 
specifically Christian features." 

68 For example, they tended to allegorize Jesus' parables. The argument is not that 
Jesus could not or should not have used allegory but that allegorical features have not stood 
up well to traditio-historical investigation. On the relationship of parable and allegory, see 
M. Black, "The Parables as Allegory," BIRL 42 (1960) 273-87; R. E. Brown, "Parable 
and Allegory Reconsidered," NovT 5 (1962) 36-45; E. J. Tinsley, "Parable, Allegory and 
Mysticism," Vindications: Essays on the Historical Basis of Christianity (ed. A. Hanson; 
London: SCM, 1966) 153-92; "Parable and Allegory: Some Literary Criteria for the In
terpretation of the Parables of Christ," Chtlrch Quarterly 3 (1970) 32-39; "Parables and 
the Self-Awareness of Jesus," ibid., 4 (1971) 18-26. 

G. J. M. Robinson ("Jesus' Parables as God Happening," lestts and the Historian 
[Written in Honor of E. C. Colwell; ed. F. T. Trotter; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1968] 134-
50) says, "When one speaks of Jesus' parables, one would seem to have shifted attention 
from the content of Jesus' message to its form" (p. 134). And again, "Thus, because of 
their form distinct from the allegorizing proclivity of the primitive church, the parables 
have become the segment of the teachings of Jesus most widely accepted as authentic by 
scholars today" (p. 136). 

70 See the classical formulations of M. Dibelius, From Tradition to Gospel (rev. 2nd ed.; 
New York: Scribner, 1935) 7; R. Bultmann, History, 4. 

71 Obviously the term "form" was created by form criticism in reference to the life
settings within the primitive communities .. But there seems to be no intrinsic reason why 
it cannot be applied, ?ntltatis mttfandis, both to the historical Jesus and/or to the final 
redactor. See, on the one hand, G. E. Ladd, "The Life-Setting of the Parables of the King
dom," IBR 31 (1963) 193-99; on the other, W. Marxsen, Mark the Evangelist (Nash-
ville/New York: Abingdon, 1969) 23. , 

72 For a fuller discussion of this problem, see J. D. Crossan, "Parable as Religious and 
Poetic Experience," IR 53 (1973) 330-58. 
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than a mere question of superior literary achievement.73 What is most striking 
is that the rabbinical parables are closely tied to ethical problems of life or to 
exegetical difficulties in the biblical text. In other words the parabolic referent 
is very clearly delineated and can be seen in its quite separate existence apart 
from and prior to the parable itself. Recent scholarship has been drawing force
ful attention to the fact that this is exactly what the parables of Jesus are not 
doing.74 This negation, however, only increases the urgency of the positive 
question: What was the precise life-setting of Jesus' parables?75 

The answer to be proposed here can be seen more clearly against the other 
dominant answers which scholarship has suggested in this century. Since the 
positions are well known they can be summarized in a few brief sentences. (i) 
The parables of Jesus are essentially moral stories inculcating universal ethical 
truths.76 (H) Jesus' parables are basically eschatological challenges pointing to 
the kingdom's advent either in (a) imminent eschatology,77 (b) realized eschato
logy,78 or (c) (as a mediating position) progressive eschatology.79 The domi
nant critical method is still that of Joachim Jeremias. This presumes that Jesus 
announced the kingdom as a progressive eschatological event, linking together 
present and future, and that the parables are to be located within the polemical 
reaction which his proclamation aroused.80 From the form-critical aspect their 

73 G. V. Jones, The Art and Truth 0/ the Parables (London: SPCK, 1964) 79. 
74 G. Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth (New York/Evanston: Harper & Row, 1960) 69. 

Also B. Jiingel, Paltlus tmd Jesus (rev. ed.; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1964) 166. Compare, for 
example, Jesus' parable of the treasure (Matt 13:44; Gas Thom 98:31-99:3) with the 
rabbinic miisiil cited in J. D. Kingsbury (Matthew 13, 4) where the content is explicitly 
related to an interpretation of Exod 14:5. Jesus' parable refers to the kingdom and that 
means that a mystery reveals itself in an image. 

75 It may be necessary to repeat that it is not sufficient to say that their life-setting is 
the proclamation of the kingdom, as if we knew automaticallly what that meant for Jesus 
apart from and prior to its articulation in parable. 

76 A. Jiilicher, Die Gleichnisredm Jesu (2 vols.; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1888, 1899). See, 
for example, the summary of this position in J. D. Kingsbury, Matthew 13, 1-3. The 
present article intends a much more radical reappraisal of Jiilicher's basic distinctions be
tween simile/similitude, which is literal language with the referent explicitly named (A 
ran away like B); and metaphor/allegory, which is non-literal language with its referent 
unnamed (B ran away); and between the picture-part and the referent-part in the simile/ 
similitude categories. How valid is all this for poetic metaphor in general, and for any 
metaphor containing God in particular? Especially in the latter case are we not dealing 
with what Beda Allemann ("Metaphor and Antimetaphor," b~terpretation: The Poetry 0/ 
Meaning reds. S. R. Hopper & D. 1. Miller; New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1967] 
103-23) has termed "antimetaphor" or "absolute metaphor"? 

77 For example, see A. Schweitzer, The Quest 0/ the Historical Jesus (New York: 
Macmillan, 1968) 355-56. 

78 C. H. Dodd (The Parables 0/ the Kingdom [rev. ed.; New York: Scribner, 1961] 
82-84) gives this classical expression. 

79 J. Jeremias (Parables, 230) states that "the parables ... are all full of ... the recog
nition of 'an eschatology that is in process of realization' . .." A footnote adds: "The 
above form of expression (in German: 'sich realisierende Eschatologie') was communicated 
to me by Ernst Haenchen in a letter. C. H. Dodd has, to my joy, agreed with it." 

86 J. Jeremias (Parables, 21) formulates it thus: "each of them was uttered in an 
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life-setting is this or that controversial situation within the ministry of Jesus. For 
example, the prodigal son (or the father's love) is "primarily an apologetic para
ble, in which Jesus vindicates his table companionship with sinners against his 
critics."8! Put crudely, the controversial or homiletical situation is to the parable 
as cause is to effect. The hypothesis which this article purposes is exactly the 
opposite: parable is to controversy as cause is to effect. Parables are neither 
ethical nor eschatological but rather ontologico-poetic and as such strike at a far 
more fundamental level than either of these former alternatives.82 

The dominant methodology of locating parable either in didactic difficulty or 
inimical controversy has been sapped badly from two different directions in re
cent scholarship. The compromise of eschatology "in the process of realization" 
is already being questioned and the entire problem of Jesus' view of time is again 
under discussion .. When Jesus is held never to have referred to the (coming) 
Son of Man,83 his interest in the future diminishes quite drastically, and, unless 
one wishes to slip back· into realized eschatology, the question must be raised 
whether Jesus is operating at all in a concept of linear time as we know it.84 A 
second major revision comes from the emphasis on the parables as literary and 
poetic creations and from a reluctance to explain them as "used" for this or. that 
polemical refutation.85 

The thesis proposed here is that Jesus' parables are the primary and immediate 
expression of his own experience of God. They are the ontologico-poetic articu
lation of the kingdom's in-breaking upon himself. This is the life-setting or 

actual situation of the life of Jesus, at a particular and often unforeseen point. Moreover 
... they were preponderantly concerned with a situation of conflict. They correct, reprove, 
attack. For the greater part, though not exclusively, the parables are weapons of warfare." 
This presupposition appears also in E. Linnemann, Parables, 33-41; N. Perrin, Rediscover
ing, 82-87. 

81 J. Jeremias, Parables, 132. 
sn The question might be raised whether Jesus is anti-apocalyptic or anti-eschatological. 

Or, in other words, is the eschatology of Jesus radically different from any in late Judaism 
and/or the primitive church? 

s. For example, N. Perrin (Rediscovering, 198) concludes that, "Jesus could not have 
spoken of the coming Son of man, either in reference to himself or in reference to an 
eschatological figure other than himself ... they all reveal themselves to be products of the 
early church." See also the works of Vielhauer, Kasemann, and Conzelmann cited on p. 259 . 

.. R. W. Funk, "Apocalyptic as an Historical and Theological Problem in Current New 
Testament Scholarship," Apocalypticism (New York: Herder & Herder; Journal for The
ology and the Church 6 [1969] 175-91); and J. M. Robinson, "Jesus' Parables," 134-
47. A similar problem with linear time is present in the prophets: see G. von Rad, 
Old Testament Theology (2 vols.; Edinburgh; Oliver & Boyd, 1965) 2. 99-102. See also 
G. Ebeling, "Time and Word," The Future of Our Religious Past: Essays in Honour of 
Rttdolf Bultmann (ed. J. M. Robinson; New York/London: Harper & Row, 1971) 247-66. 

8" D. O. Via, Jr., The Parables (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1967; G. V. Jones' work in 
note 73 above; R. W. Funk, Langttage, Hermeneutic, and Word of God (New York/ 
Evanston: Harper & Row, 1966) especially 133-62; "Beyond Criticism in Quest of Literacy: 
The Parable of the Leaven," Int 25 (1971) 149-70. For comments on this new emphasis, 
see R. Summers, "Setting the Parables Free," Sottthtllestet'n Jottrnal of Theology 10 (1968) 
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situatlonal function in which they are to be located. Jesus' actions and contro
versies, and eventually Jesus' death, are the result and not the referent of the par
ables, they are the effect and not the cause of these images. The referent is the 
ineffable mystery of the kingdom's presence to Jesus and of his own experience 
of it. The parables are then the primary language of a religious experience and 
as such they are part of the experience itself.86 In classical form-criticism the 
analysis of the various forms used in the primitive church was assisted by com
parison with similar forms in other life-settings and other literatures.87 If the 
above thesis is correct, the parables of Jesus are not to be compared with didactic. 
stories or polemical examples or allegorical images. They are to be compared 
with and understood against the background of primary religious language and 
the life-setting closest to them is the experience of radical religious break-through 
or, if one prefers, of religious conversion at the deepest level. 88 

It is against this background that the seed parables are to be interpreted. The 
sower and the mustard-seed articulate the gift of the kingdom's advent and the 
joyful surprise of its experience: despite all the problems of sowing there is the 
abundant harvest, and despite the smallness of the seed there is the shady peace
fulness of the grown plant. The seed growing secretly and the tares are images 
of resolute and prudent action, of the farmer who knows how and when to move. 
They are parables of the response demanded by the kingdom's advent. Together 
the four parables contain in contrasted images the revelation of the kingdom's 
presence and the resolution that presence demands. 

7-18; E. C. Blackman, "New Methods of Parable Interpretation," eJT 15 (1969) 3-13; N. 
Perrin, "The Parables of Jesus as Parables, as Metaphors, and as Aesthetic Objects: A Re
view Article," JR 47 (1967) 340-47; "The Modern Interpretation of the Parables of Jesus 
and the Problem of Hermeneutics," Int 25 (1971) 131-48. 

8. T. Fawcett (The Symbolic Language of Religion [London: SCM, 1970] 171) com
ments that "the ability to symbolize the experience derives from the experience itself, for 
in a sense it provides its own forms of expression." 

87 See, e.g., R. Bultmann (History, 6-7) who says: "There are analogies to hand both 
for the form and history of the tradition." 

88 When J. Jeremias (Parables, passim) explains Jesus as consistently controversial, no 
discussion is made concerning the origin or center whence this Galilean turbulence arises. 
If parables are poems, however, the following comments of a poet may be helpful. Ezra 
Pound (Gattdier-Bt'zeska, a Memoir [London & New York: Lane, 1916]) argued: "In writ
ing poems, the author must use his image because he sees it or feels it, not because he thinks 
he can use it to back up some creed." Again: "All poetic language is the language of ex
ploration. Since the beginning of bad writing, writers have used images as ornaments. 
The point of Imagism is that it does not use images as omaments. The image is itself the 
speech. The image is the word beyond formulated language." And again: "The image is 
not an idea. It is a radiant node or cluster; it is what I can, and must perforce, call a 
VORTEX, from which, and through which, and into which, ideas are constantly rushing" 
(pp. 99, 102, 106). See note 74 above in the light of this: compare Pound's "the image 
is itself the speech," with Bornkamm's, "the parables are the preaching itself." But before 
one is ready for all this some philosophic rethinking may be necessary, as R. Jordan 
("Poetry and Philosophy: Two Modes of Revelation," SelVanee Review 67 [1959] 1-27) 
suggests: "The important philosophic task is to rescue metaphor from the manipulators of 
the psychological image and restore it to its relevant ontological status." 


